
EXE: WAR FOR NEW LAND

★ Build your own pledge! 
Each item featured in the pledges above is also available as a separate add-on. After choosing
your pledge, you can upgrade it with add-ons to get the exact rewards that you are looking for.
Browse the list of add-ons below, as it also includes some optional items that are not included
in the pledges.

After the campaign, you will get access to the Pledge Manager, where you will provide your
shipping details and pay for the shipping based on your location. You will also be able to edit
your pledge and add any additional rewards there.

Collector's Boxes add-ons presented below are divided into four factions. Each contains eight
oversized (200% scale!) spaceship miniatures. Paint or display them to remind you of all the
magnificent adventures experienced in the EXE universe both online and, now, offline.



New Land would be just a void without its people. Every pilot that embarks on the journey from
their very first frigate to a capital ship brings a piece of their soul into the game. Similarly, each
contribution that you make towards this campaign will make a lasting improvement toward the
quality and richness of its contents. 

★ Captain Benzie - Full Review created by the EXE Online partner. See the game through the
eyes of the avid player!

★ Dice Tower - Game Overview

★ Man vs Meeple (English) - Preview Video

★ Learn2Play - Overview Video

★ Learn2Play - Playthrough Video

★ Brettballett (German)- Prototype Unboxing Video - Stay tuned for the German full
preview video coming soon!



★ More movies are coming in very soon! Stay tuned for a detailed How to Play video by Good
Times Society, a thorough overview coming from the Dice Tower, and a video in Polish prepared
by On Table Gry Planszowe.

You begin by choosing a faction and start with limited territory, spaceships, and resources. Your
goal is to grow your empire and acquire 10 Victory Points to get to the Verge of Ascendancy.
Beware, as when you do, you will have to endure the ruthless final round to emerge victorious.

★ Explore - Navigate your vessels to unexplored systems and claim the discovery rewards for
charting new stars. By thoroughly scouting your surroundings you will identify the systems rich
in asteroid belts, materials, and ideal spots to deploy structures. 

Donation

https://crowdfundingscript.com/reward_classic/offering/exe-war-for-new-land

https://crowdfundingscript.com/reward_classic/offering/exe-war-for-new-land

